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Deputy Chief Brian Sturdivant of the Scottsdale (Ariz.) Fire Department was interested in collaboration and
information sharing during a crisis when he wrote his paper for the Technology in Homeland Security course.
That is for a good reason as the Scottsdale agency is a member of the Phoenix Regional Automatic Aid Consortium.
This Consortium comprises 25 fire departments within the Phoenix Valley and enables the closest fire unit to an
incident to respond, regardless of jurisdictional boundaries. That poses some challenges in communications and
allocating resources.
Sturdivant conducted a case study of available technology in his course paper titled, “City of Scottsdale Crisis
Management Technology for Increased Information Sharing and Collaboration Capabilities.” He envisioned
technology that would aid his department and the Consortium.
1. Sturdivant’s course paper examined a crisis management database and learning management system called
Essential Software and Services (ESS) for Crisis Management. ESS was already in use by nearby fire
departments in Tempe and Gilbert which are also Auto Aid Consortium members.
This software enables departments to track both staffing and equipment resources in Scottsdale that could be
used locally and regionally. The program also documents the various types of certification firefighters have,
so decision makers know what specialties and capabilities are available in terms of staffing. This is especially
true relative to the Command and General staff positions within the National Incident Management System
(NIMS). Furthermore, it provides real-time updates during an emergency event.
“Ultimately, it provides a solid baseline process before we activate an EOC (Emergency Operations Center),”
Sturdivant said.
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2. The paper served as a basis for a recommendation by Scottsdale fire, police and emergency management to
fund purchase of the ESS system.
That was approved in 2008 while Sturdivant was still a CHDS student.
In addition to enhancing operations, ESS will enhance the Scottsdale Fire Department’s family support and
wellness system. ESS can serves as the database for general and contact information for all members of the
organization along with resources available to support family members of deployed personnel. The family
support and wellness system provides support to emergency responders and their families in the event of a
multi-operational period emergency event (and it was the topic of Sturdivant’s subsequent thesis).
“The ESS program is the perfect vehicle to serve as a database and placeholder for our family support
efforts,” Sturdivant said.
3. Currently, the system is being used for physical resource management, human resource management,
apparatus typing, personnel records and detailing certification, training and experience.
The department continues to undergo training so it can expand the uses of its ESS system.
“We’re starting out very small and basic,” Sturdivant said. “We want to ensure the process meets our needs,
is accurate and allows us to continue development of the City of Scottsdale’s All-Hazard Incident
Management Team. The program is modular in nature which allows it to expand and be as robust as we
need it.”
The Scottsdale Fire Department will test optimizing this system during an annual statewide exercise dubbed
“Coyote Crisis,” according to Sturdivant.
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